Ages 8-9

Jigsaw Summative Assessment: Tracking Pupil Progress

Child’s name
Assessment
Date
Puzzle 1
Being Me in My
World

Working towards

Working at

I can tell you why my school is
a community and some of the
different roles people have in it.

I can explain why being listened
to and listening to others
is important in my school
community.

I can say how it feels to be part
of a positive school community
and to be listened to.
Puzzle 2
Celebrating
Difference

I can tell you about my first
impressions of someone.
I can also give a reason why
sometimes people don’t tell
about a bullying situation.

I know that sometimes things
can go wrong and can tell you
why it is good to try again.
I know how it feels to be
disappointed and can tell you
ways to stay positive.

Puzzle 4
Healthy Me

I can problem-solve and offer
different solutions to help my
team/ class/ school be more
democratic.

I can justify why being in a
I can explain why being
democratic is important and can democracy helps people feel
help me and others feel valued. valued and is fair.
I can tell you a time when my
first impression of someone
changed as I got to know them.
I can also explain why bullying
might be difficult to spot and
what to do about it if I’m not
sure.

I can say why it is good to try
to get to know someone before
making judgements about them. I can explain why it is good to
accept myself and others for
who we are.
Puzzle 3
Dreams
& Goals

Working beyond

I can plan and set new goals
even after a disappointment.
I can explain what it means
to be resilient and to have a
positive attitude.

I can explain how first
impressions can be misleading.
I can also appraise different
courses of action that a witness
of bullying could take and what
the outcomes might be in each
situation.
I can explain how I form
opinions about myself and
other people and what might
influence me about that.
I can deal with disappointment
by analysing what went
wrong and I can use these
experiences to make new plans
to avoid similar obstacles.
I can explain why being resilient
/having a positive attitude
contributes to having greater
chance of success.

I can tell you how I would say
‘no’ if someone tried to make
me do something that I know is
wrong or bad for me.

I can recognise when people
are putting me under pressure
and can explain ways to resist
this when I want to.

I can problem-solve and
identify a variety of strategies in
different situations where I may
experience peer pressure.

I can say how it feels when
someone else is pushing me to
do something.

I can identify feelings of anxiety
and fear associated with peer
pressure.

I can identify feelings of anxiety
and fear associated with peer
pressure and I can manage
these to help me make safe and
healthy choices.
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Teacher comments

Assessment
Date
Puzzle 5
Relationships

Puzzle 6
Changing Me

Working towards

Working at

Working beyond
I can give reasons why people
may experience a range
of feelings associated with
personal loss.

I can tell you some different
ways that I can show love for
special people and animals.

I can recognise how people
are feeling when they miss a
special person or animal.

I can tell you how it might feel
to miss a special person or
animal.

I can give ways that might help
me manage my feelings when
missing a special person or
animal.

I can tell you that an egg and
a sperm are needed to make
a baby, and when the egg is
not fertilised then it is lost in a
period (menstruation).

I can summarise the changes
that happen to boys’ and girls’
bodies that prepare them for
making a baby when they are
older.

I can give reasons why adults
may choose to have a baby and
explain briefly the process of
conception and how puberty is
related to this.

I can tell you about some of the
changes that will happen to me
physically and emotionally and
I can express how I feel about
some of these.

I can explain some of the
choices I might make in the
future and some of the choices
that I have no control over. I
can offer some suggestions
about how I might manage my
feelings when changes happen.

I can consider and prioritise the
changes I would like to make
when I am older and can plan
the approaches I will use to
tackle these changes. I can also
explain why some changes I
face are out of my control and
evaluate how positive feelings
management can help me.
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I can offer and evaluate
solutions to help manage
personal loss.

Teacher comments

